“Let’s Fly Higher” Campaign
Teacher Guideline for Projects

**Introduction**

“Let’s Fly Higher” (LFH) is the theme aiming to motivate our students to do their best to fly higher. As in our slogan – “Citius, Altius, Fortius”, the three Latin words of the modern Olympic games motto, which means “Faster, Higher, Stronger”, we can apply the same slogan to our study as well as the moral, intellectual, physical, social, aesthetic and spiritual aspect.

**Objectives**

- Raise student potential in academic and other achievement
- Create timeless bonding among Wahyanites
- Cultivate sense of belonging and Wah Yan Spirit

**Focus for LFH campaign**

The spirit of the Olympic games is the active participation no matter the result. It is the attitude, effort and process that count. In the same token, students are encouraged to take part in more academic and other activities of the College in order to gain the attitude, knowledge and skill to fly to a higher level.

A positive attitude is key to overcome obstacle and achieve more. Besides, the five attributes of Forgiveness, Respect, Love, Service & Justice, are also vital in our students’ pursuit as a gentleman.

**Project works**

Any project that aims to motivate students to learn, experience, and acquire a positive attitude through different activities in academic, moral, intellectual, physical, social, aesthetic and spiritual aspect. E.g. essay, slogan, story, debate, reflection on Let’s Fly Higher, positive attitude and / or Wah Yan spirit.

Other projects that promote the objectives of our LFH campaign are also welcomed.

The result and learning of the project works are encouraged to be posted onto the LFH website for sharing with other students.

**Project Form**

It can be downloaded from LFH website at [http://web.wahyan.edu.hk/index.php/forms](http://web.wahyan.edu.hk/index.php/forms)

Once it is completed, please hand it to Mrs. Sharon Hui for processing.

A maximum of $1,000 per project is generally allowed. Exception can be obtained from the College Principal.

Any questions in doubt can be clarified with the Principal.